20 Straight Numbers for OHIO
815 865 915 965
816 866 916 966
817 867 917 967
818 868 918 968
819 869 919 969
This list was generated on JANUARY 6, 2018.
This list is good until one of these 20 numbers hits straight.
You will usually see a few box hits before the straight hit.
On the next page you will see the distribution of all the digits
that make up the 20 numbers. As you can see, the hottest digits
are 6891.

Visual Digit Distribution
20 Numbers used:
815 865 915 965 816 866 916 966 817 867
917 967 818 868 918 968 819 869 919 969
Visual Key Distribution:
689157
689157
689157
689157
6891
6891
6891
6891
6891
6891
689
689
689
689

When wheeled, these four digits produce these four numbers:
168, 169, 189, 689. There is good chance that one of these numbers will
hit box before one of the 20 numbers hits straight. Another possibility is
that you will be seeing several numbers hitting in Ohio that have digits
6, 8, 9, and 1.
After one of the 20 numbers hits straight, the workout has to be done
again to get a new list of 20 straight numbers.

815 865 915 965
816 866 916 966
817 867 917 967
818 868 918 968
819 869 919 969

GET THE LIST FOR ANY STATE!
You can request a similar list of 20 straight numbers for any state for
just $20. Just email me with $20-X on the subject line of your email
with X being the state you want. For example, email me with
$20-Florida if you want the list for Florida or $20-Ohio if you want the
list for Ohio. I will send you a Paypal invoice right away for $20. I will
start working on your list right after I get payment. I will email you the
list within 48 hours.
THIS INCLUDES 30 DAY ACCESS TO MY PROGRAMS.
I will also give you 30 day access to my programs. If you currently have
access, I will add 30 days to your account. You can email me at
aanewyork4000@gmail.com.
I am currently running a $60 Special which you can see here:
https://pick3master333.com/2017/12/31/end-of-year-special/
This Special includes the 20 Straight Number System. This is basically
several PDF reports explaining how you can come up with the 20
straight numbers on your own – WITHOUT the use of any programs.
I will email you several reports explaining a simple PEN and PAPER
workout you can do that will help you identify 20 hot straight numbers
for your state. There is an excellent chance that one of these 20
numbers will hit straight in your state in the next 1 to 3 weeks.
If interested, email me with this on the subject line of your email:
$60-WEALTH-4Months-1234-Key Playlist-20 Straight

The Pick 3 Coach
aanewyork4000@gmail.com
January 6, 2018

